Dynamic
Business Tripled
A change of ownership in 2005 saw Michell benefiting from increased investment and greater access to world outlets with the result that business has since more than tripled. The company employs an extensive network of factory-trained application engineers, subsidiaries and distributors stretching across 56 countries, while service centres and calibration laboratories are located on three continents -North America, Europe and Asia. Manufacturing is carried out in the UK, Holland and France with exports accounting for some 80 per cent of production. The purpose-built UK global headquarters at Ely, Cambridgeshire, is also the company's Technology Centre of Excellence which boasts UKAS accreditation, NIST and NPL certified calibration traceability, as well as many other world-wide approvals, including FM, UL CSA and ISO 9001.
The ability to offer a range of technologies to meet customer needs world-wide -from the drift-free chilled mirror technology to the ceramic impedance sensor for ultra-fast response -has always been central to the company's business. Indeed, recent growth has strengthened this resolve by allowing investment for introducing new technologies, such as Quartz Crystal Microbalance for precision moisture measurement and Zirconium Oxide and Thermo-Paramagnetic sensors for oxygen analysis.
Quality measurement
Water and hydrocarbon dew-point analysis represents just one area where the company has gained leadership in meeting the needs of the most demanding customers around the world. The natural gas industry, for example, has within the last few years come to regard the accurate prediction of hydrocarbon dew point, or HCDP, as a quality measurement which is critical to the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of plant and equipment used throughout the transportation process of natural gas. The hydrocarbon Dew-Point Dark Spot principle utilized in the company's HCDP analyser enables detection of almost invisible films of condensate which are characteristic of hydrocarbon gases at dew point due to their low surface tension and colourless appearance. One of Michell's greatest strengths resides in its expertise to custom design instrumentation systems to meet specific, and often highly complex, requirements. For example, when a leading energy company demanded total security in hydrocarbon dew-point readings at its UK natural gas storage site, the challenge was met with a unique control solution comprising a newly developed twin sampling system employing two of its world renowned Condumax II EExd hydrocarbon dew-point analysers. This provided the reassurance of a reference instrument to confirm readings and could be used continuously with no interruption in measurements caused by routine maintenance or other potential disruptions. Also, when a leading manufacturer of desiccant dryers needed a transportable system to certify the functionality of its dehumidification systems installed in several locations, the company developed 'Optidew Transportable' -combining the drift-free performance of the chilled mirror dew-point measurement principle and the convenience of a transportable instrument.
Exchange programme
Michell has focused development on making its instruments easy to use and maintain, thus furthering cost-savings and reducing downtime. Its sensor calibration exchange programme is a particularly successful example -customers order a replacement sensor, install it and then send back the old one for re-calibration, at a fraction of the cost of just buying a new sensor.
With more than 30 years experience, Michell Instruments has successfully created an enviable track record in a highly specialist world niche market. With exciting new developments continuing apace, the company is well placed to maintain its international leadership.
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